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ABSTRACT
This article presents a theoretical analysis of how 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) measure of
psychological type may be used to reduce discrimina-
tion in organizations. A great strength of the type litera-
ture has been its emphasis on the positive contributions
of all of the personality types. This article examines more
closely the negative type characteristics that may chal-
lenge administrators and employees in dealing with 
discrimination and suggests some ways that the MBTI
instrument can be used to overcome these challenges. A
model emphasizing both the positive and negative aspects
of each type characteristic is presented and applied to a
case study.

In order for antidiscrimination legislation to be
useful, it must be implemented at the organizational level.

However, in order for that implementation to be effec-
tive, human relations skills are required. The adminis-
trative injunction, “Don’t discriminate or you will be
fired,” delivered in subtle and not so subtle ways, may
be effective in eliminating some of the more blatant
forms of discrimination, but something more is needed
to help organizations make the transition into environ-
ments in which all employees feel they belong. The 
central idea presented here is that an understanding of
personality, as represented by psychological type, may
be useful in promoting compliance with antidiscrimina-
tion legislation and in developing workplace environ-
ments in which everyone has a “voice.”

Note: For the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) instrument, the eight preference categories
are the following: Extraversion (E) versus Introversion (I), Sensing (S) versus Intuition (N), Thinking
(T) versus Feeling (F), Judging (J) versus Perceiving (P). 
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THE CONCEPT OF CHALLENGE IN
PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE
In Gifts Differing, Myers with Myers (1995) discussed
how each of the 16 psychological types is a “gift” and
advocated the value of personality differences. Myers’
positive, nonpejorative approach to personality accounts
for much of the popularity of the psychological type
model. In the MBTI measure of psychological type, per-
sonality is comprised of four pairs of opposite scales:
Extraversion–Introversion, Sensing–Intuition, Thinking
–Feeling, and Judging–Perceiving. Each of these scales
describes 8 mental functions or attitudes that can be
expressed positively, as strengths, or negatively, as chal-
lenges. (SEE TABLE 1.) Inclusion of negative aspects of
psychological type, uncommon in the MBTI literature,
does have a tradition going back to Carl Jung, who
made the following comments about the shadow side of
personality:

The shadow is a moral problem that challenges the
whole ego-personality, for no one can become con-
scious of the shadow without considerable moral
effort. To become conscious of it involves recognizing
the dark aspects of the personality as present and
real. This act is the essential condition for any kind of
self-knowledge. (Jung, 1979, p. 872) 

Unfortunately there can be no doubt that man is,
on the whole, less good than he imagines himself or
wants to be. Everyone carries a shadow, and the less
it is embodied in the individual’s conscious life, the
blacker and denser it is. If an inferiority is conscious,
one always has a chance to correct it. Furthermore, it
is constantly in contact with other interests, so that it
is continually subjected to modifications. But if it is
repressed and isolated from consciousness, it never
gets corrected. (Jung, 1970, p. 14)

More recently, Quenk (1993) has emphasized the
value of examining the ways an individual’s psycholog-
ical type may be negatively expressed as she extensively
describes the hidden or unfamiliar aspects of personality,
also known as the inferior function. Hirsh and Kummerow
(1989) discussed how each of the 16 types can “lose out”
through negative behaviors. The purpose of identifying
these negative behaviors or challenges that may arise
from our unconscious is to link them to type character-
istics that are less well developed, bringing awareness 
of them to our conscious mind, and thereby facilitate
personal type development.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE AND
DISCRIMINATION
An assumption made in this paper is that some of 
the behaviors associated with discrimination represent
psychological type challenges that may be converted to
strengths. For example, a supervisor whose preference
clarity index is clear or very clear for Sensing and
Thinking might lack skills that reflect good type devel-
opment related to Feeling and Intuition. This person
may not be aware that his or her blunt language with an
employee whose dominant function may be Feeling 
or Intuition could be experienced by the employee as
discriminatory. Some of the traditional antidiscrimina-
tion interventions, such as being reprimanded, or sent
for multicultural sensitivity training, may not work,
because those are not tailored to fit to the psychological
type of the supervisor. This is where an MBTI-based-
approach may be particularly useful. The supervisor
described above might be encouraged to develop his or
her dominant and auxiliary function skills to assist with

Table 1. The Psychological Type Preferences With Examples of Strengths and Challenges.

Psychological Type Preference Strength Challenge

Extraversion E+ Socializing E- Monopolizing

Introversion I+ Contemplating I- Withdrawing

Sensing S+ Being realistic S- Being overly focused on detail

Intuition N+ Being visionary N- Being absent-minded

Thinking T+ Being tough-minded T- Being overly critical

Feeling F+ Harmonizing F- Abdicating

Judging J+ Organizing J- Being rigid

Perceiving P+ Being Flexible P- Being indecisive
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with discrimination most effectively is ESTJ:
E+ Speaking out about the discrimination
S+ Recognizing a discriminatory act
T+ Confronting an oppressor
J+ Deciding to act swiftly
Personal growth in the type literature involves

developing the nonpreferred, or weaker, psychological
type characteristics after the preferred functions are
strengthened (Brownsword, 1985; Myers with Myers
1995). INFPs experiencing discrimination can empower
themselves through four possible routes:

1) by being aware of their psychological type and
how being challenged by an oppressor can cause them
to “lose voice” and fail to access the sides of their per-
sonality (the E, S, T, J characteristics) best suited for
dealing with “battle.”

2) by consciously building on the positive sides of
their preferred psychological type characteristics:

I+ Reflecting on personal strengths
N+ Intuiting a discriminatory act
F+ Seeking personal support
P+ Problem-solving different solutions
3) by working to strengthen their undeveloped

ESTJ sides (e.g., becoming more tough-minded).
4) by forming an alliance with advocates who can

act on their behalf to perform ESTJ functions (e.g., T+,
confronting an oppressor).

PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE AND THE
INDIVIDUAL WHO DISCRIMINATES
One focus of the psychological type literature is on the
importance of “talking to someone’s type” (Allen &
Brock, 2000). That is, if you want someone to see your
point of view, you will have greater success if you pres-
ent your ideas in a way that is consistent with that 
person’s psychological type. For example, if you want to
motivate Thinking types to do something, they will be
more likely to do so if you appeal to logic rather than
talk about how others will feel happier. Conversely, 
people with a Feeling preference are more likely to be
open to your point of view if they believe you care about
them (and they will be less likely to be moved by 
logical arguments).

Table 3 lists some ways that employees of different
psychological types might be expected to engage in 
discrimination. Table 3 also illustrates how an adminis-
trator might use psychological type to deal with an
employee who has acted in a discriminatory manner.

The goal of using a psychological type approach
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recognizing how to approach someone with a dominant
Feeling preference. This might be done by coaching the
supervisor about how to first point out something
positive to an employee with a Feeling preference
before criticizing that employee’s work. The supervisor
might also be coached about how to distinguish
between an employee’s emotional expression or reac-
tion (which may be conciliatory) from the employee’s
nonverbal behavior (e.g., folding of arms across chest).
This would be an example of strengthening the super-
visor’s type development skills in relating to people
with a dominant preference for Feeling or Intuition
through instructions that emphasize use of the super-
visor’s dominant or auxiliary Sensing and Thinking
functions. This type of intervention is focused on build-
ing strength, but it is used as a strength intended to 
remedy a weakness (Brownsword, 1985; Myers with
Myers, 1995; i.e., bringing to consciousness his or her
underdeveloped function).

Examples of ways in which the MBTI instrument
might be used to understand discrimination and pro-
mote type development that reduces discrimination are
shown in Tables 2 and 3. TABLE 2 (SEE PAGE 14.) gives
examples of how the psychological types of administra-
tors and employees may affect discrimination. TABLE 3
(SEE PAGE 16.) lists examples of type-based interven-
tions an administrator might make with employees who
engage in discrimination. The role of psychological type
in discrimination and in the prevention of discrimina-
tion will be examined by focusing on three organiza-
tional roles: 1) the individual discriminated against; 
2) the employee who discriminates; and 3) the admin-
istrator who is in a position to prevent discrimination.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE AND THE
INDIVIDUAL DISCRIMINATED AGAINST
Table 2 illustrates some of the ways an individual’s 
psychological type preferences may be a strength or a
challenge in dealing with the effects of discrimination.
It is my hypothesis that the two personality types most
susceptible, and least susceptible, to being discrimi-
nated against are probably INFP and ESTJ, respectively.

The psychological type probably at the greatest
risk in dealing with discrimination is INFP:

I- Remaining silent in the face of discrimination
N- Not noticing discriminating acts
F- Avoiding confrontation with the oppressor
P- Paralyzed by uncertainty
The psychological type that probably will deal
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Table 2. Examples of Psychological Type Strengths and Challenges Experienced by Administrators
and Employees in Dealing With Discrimination.

Type Preference The Employee Being Discriminated Against The Administrator

Extraversion
Strength (E+) Speaking out Openly discussing discrimination

Challenge (E-) Acting out Patronizing those discriminated against

Introversion
Strength (I+) Reflecting on personal strengths Reflecting on the negative impact discrimination 

has on the organization

Challenge (I-) Remaining silent about the discrimination Failing to solicit feedback about the employee 
morale/discrimination

Sensing 
Strength (S+) Recognizing a discriminatory act Giving employees concrete guidelines; 

documenting discriminatory acts

Challenge (S-) Focusing on irrelevant details Focusing on irrelevant details

Intuition
Strength (N+) Discerning a discriminatory attitude Having a vision of the organization's 

empowering employees; discerning subtle 
forms of discrimination

Challenge (N-) Failing to notice a discriminatory act Failing to notice a discriminatory act

Thinking
Strength (T+) Confronting someone who acts in a Confronting someone who acts

discriminatory manner in a discriminatory manner

Challenge (T-) Persecuting those who act Criticizing those who complain; modeling
in a discriminatory manner  oppression by oppressing those who 

act discriminatory

Feeling
Strength (F+) Seeking personal support when discriminated Modeling caring, respectful behavior towards 

against all employees; providing support to those 
discriminated against

Challenge (F-) Avoiding confrontation Being afraid to deal with an aggressive, 
discriminatory employee

Judging
Strength (J+) Deciding to act swiftly to deal with discrimination Implementing a plan to prevent discrimination

Challenge (J-) Lacking the flexibility to change an ineffective Lacking the flexibility to change an ineffective 
response plan

Perceiving
Strength (P+) Problem-solving different solutions to prevent Problem-solving different solutions to prevent 

the discrimination the discrimination

Challenge (P-) Being paralyzed by uncertainty about how to Giving others the impression that discrimination 
respond to discrimination is tolerated because of indecisiveness about 

how to respond
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with persons who have engaged in discrimination is: a)
to motivate them to stop; and b) to motivate them to
develop a positive (rather than negative) relationship
with persons they formerly discriminated against. This
is in line with Freire’s (1998) belief that in order to 
liberate persons and organizations, it is essential that
the oppressors, as well as the oppressed, be liberated.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE AND THE
ADMINISTRATOR’S ROLE IN
PREVENTING DISCRIMINATION
Table 2 describes how the administrator’s psychological
type might help or hinder the prevention of discrimina-
tion. Because of the importance of leaders in shaping
organizational climate and group norms, the administra-
tor’s role in the prevention of discrimination is critical.

Two psychological types that are at greater risk 
for discriminatory behavior are the Thinking type (T-,
might have a tendency to become overly critical) and
the Judging type (J-, might have a tendency to become
overly rigid). When people who have these psycholog-
ical types discriminate, they do so openly and actively
and perhaps with a sense of (misdirected) righteous-
ness. However, the administrator who encourages dis-
crimination through inaction, as may occur with an
Introvert (I-, who might have a tendency to remain
silent), the Feeling type (F-, who might have a tendency
to avoid confrontation), or the Perceiving type (P-, who
might have a tendency to be indecisive), can have an
equally destructive effect on employees who are being
discriminated against. A sin of omission is sometimes 
as destructive as a sin of commission. Fortunately, as
shown in Tables 2 and 3, administrators of every 
psychological type may strengthen the positive aspects
of their type to terminate discrimination and promote
empowerment within their organizations.

CASE STUDY: THE PROFESSOR WHO
WOULD NOT SEE
In the case study that follows, names and selected
aspects of the case have been altered to provide confi-
dentiality.

Beth (INFP) was a visually impaired graduate stu-
dent in a social science course taught by Nathan (ESFJ).
Nathan had taught this course several times and gener-
ally received good ratings from students. During the first
class, Nathan acknowledged Beth’s presence and said,
“I’m really happy you are here. I once had a blind stu-
dent in another class, and I wasn’t sure if she was going

to do well, but she did just great!” Beth reported that on
hearing Nathan say this, she wanted to disappear.

During the second class, the class representative,
Julie, told Beth that Nathan had said to her during the
class break, “Beth’s being here is making it difficult for
me to teach the way I usually do.  It is too time consum-
ing and stressful to send materials for her Braille typing
to the Disability Office.” Julie stated that Beth had said
she didn’t want to talk to Nathan about this, even with
Julie present. Following this incident, Beth contacted
the Disability Office at the University and complained
about Nathan.

Beth began to feel that the class was perceiving her
differently because of Nathan’s behavior. Beth thought
that she was becoming alienated from the class. To rem-
edy this, she organized a pizza take-out dinner for the
final class. When Nathan said in front of the class, “Beth,
how are you keeping track of who paid for the take-out
food?” Beth felt crushed. During that same class, Nathan
also said he was thinking about changing the format for
the final exam because it was “too expensive and too time
consuming to use the usual exam format with Beth.”

Following this class, Beth complained again to 
the Disability Office, which then contacted the faculty
advisor/administrator (myself: INFJ). I interviewed Beth,
who told me she had experienced an unpleasant 
incident in every class so far with Nathan. With Beth’s
permission, I also interviewed the class representative
as well as Nathan. I encouraged Beth to speak directly
to Nathan about her concerns, as she had not yet done
so. It was University policy that students first discuss
their concerns with the individual professor and
attempt to resolve the problem at that level. Because
Beth was an Introverted Feeling type, she was especially
reluctant to confront Nathan (because confrontation
involves the use of Extraverted Thinking). I coached
Beth about how to talk to someone with Nathan’s psy-
chological type preferences (ESFJ) by first pointing out
something positive about the course, then giving con-
crete examples of what he had done that had upset her.

Beth called me a week later (following the last
class) and reported that the class had gone well and that
there were no further negative incidents with Nathan.
She also reported that during her phone call to him he
had listened to her complaints, but he hadn’t apolo-
gized, and he spent a lot of time talking to Beth about
how her childhood experiences were perhaps making
her shy. Beth’s conclusion was that “He just doesn’t get
it.” She said that she felt “really bad” after talking to
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Table 3. Examples of Type-Based Interventions by Administrators With Employees Who Discriminate.

Type Preference Challenge for Employee Who Discriminates Example of Type-Based Intervention 
by Administrator

Extraversion E- Acting patronizing; dominating conversations E+ Confronting Extraverts in a personal 
meeting (not through memo)

Introversion I- Being unavailable to others; avoiding direct I+ Giving Introverts time to reflect on the 
communication confrontation; encouraging Introverts to talk 

about their behavior

Sensing S- Focusing on irrelevant details S+ Presenting concrete examples of the 
discriminatory behavior

Intuition N- Forgetting to do important things for others N+ Helping Intuitives to see the connection 
between their attitude and their behavior

Thinking T- Constantly criticizing; being insensitive to T+ Coming straight to the point; focusing on
others' feelings negative organizational impact instead of 

feelings

Feeling F- Failing to stand up for others F+ Letting Feeling types know they are valued;
being aware that Feeling types may become
defensive if harshly criticized

Judging J- Rigidly enforcing arbitrary decisions; J+ Scheduling an appointment to discuss the
never allowing exceptions discrimination; being organized in listing 

concerns and expectations; having a 
systematic approach for preventing 
discrimination 

Perceiving P- Being indecisive about how to help P+ Giving the employee alternative 
someone; failing to follow through with ways to improve his or her behavior
commitment
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him. Nathan also called me following the last class and
left me a message stating that he had had a conversation
with Beth and that he thought it went “really well.”

A psychological type analysis of this situation 
suggests the following: In the relationship with Beth,
Nathan was exhibiting some typical negative character-
istics of ESFJs.

E- Nathan’s attitude toward Beth was reported by the
class representative as “benevolent.” However,
Nathan’s statement in the first class reveals a clearly
patronizing attitude toward Beth. A weakness of
Extraverts is that they sometimes talk without lis-
tening, neglecting to use Introversion, and as a
result not “hearing” what the other person is say-
ing. This is what happened during the phone call
with Beth.

S- Nathan lacked the skills of those who have a pref-
erence for Intuition, and thus was unable to see
that he was making Beth uncomfortable. When
Beth showed typical Introverted Feeling behavior
(i.e., to focus on the other person’s point of view),
Nathan didn’t pick up on the cues that Beth was
actually quite angry towards him.

F- Another interpretation is that Nathan did pick up
on some of Beth’s “frustration” cues, but chose not
to focus on them. This can be typical of Feeling
types who abhor conflict and will often go to great
lengths to avoid confrontation.

J- Nathan found it difficult to change the way he
taught his course (e.g., his exam format) to accom-
modate a visually challenged student. This type of
behavior can be typical of Judging types who may
lack the skills or experience with using their non-
preferred Perceiving attitude to use flexibility to
adapt to change.

Beth’s initial responses to Nathan showed some of
the typical characteristics of INFPs:

I- Beth was silent with Nathan about her frustration
until encouraged to confront Nathan by her faculty
advisor.

N+ Beth quickly discerned that Nathan “didn’t get it.”

F- Beth showed the typical Feeling type’s aversion to
confrontation by her statements to Julie that she
did not want to tell Nathan she was unhappy with
his treatment of her.

F+ Beth sought personal support from the Disability
Office.  She also built a greater connection with her
classmates by organizing dinner for the final class.
She began her telephone confrontation with
Nathan with some positive statements about his
course.

P- When I first spoke to Beth, she was feeling stuck
and unable to come up with a plan of action to
deal with Nathan. She wavered back and forth
between “letting it go” and filing a formal com-
plaint.

P+ One month after her class ended, Beth called me
with several different ideas about how to raise the
consciousness of faculty dealing with disabled stu-
dents. Later that spring I incorporated one of her
ideas that involved having guest speakers give a
seminar to faculty on disability culture.

T+ Being tough-minded is a quality that Beth prefers
not to use in her relationships. However, the fact
that she did call and complain to Nathan indicated
that Beth had initiated type development. The fact
that she had difficulty sustaining her confrontation
when Nathan shifted the topic of conversation to
Beth’s childhood is a sign that there is room for
Beth to develop this quality further.

The faculty advisor/administrator also exhibited
some typical qualities (strengths and challenges) of INFJs.

F- I found myself feeling reluctant to confront
Nathan, and I delayed calling him for several days.
When I did confront him, I softened the con-
frontation by referring to concerns the Disability
Office (not I) had about liability.

T+ Although my own confrontation of Nathan was
gentle, it was nevertheless a confrontation. As is
typical of Feeling types, I am better at confronting
someone when doing so represents my supporting
(i.e., using Feeling function) another person.

J+ When I reviewed with Beth how to confront
Nathan, I emphasized the importance of her being
organized and using a series of steps:

1) Leave a phone message to set up a telephone
appointment.

2) Have the confrontation on a phone to create 
a “level playing field.”
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3) Begin with some positives to build support 
with Nathan as a Feeling type.

4) Keep the confrontation short (to avoid over
loading both Feeling types—Nathan and 
Beth).

5) Give detailed examples of discriminatory 
incidents (as Nathan as a Sensing type needs
specifics).

Three months later, Beth was doing well in her
classes and reported that she was getting along well
with her classmates. Although further discrimination of
Beth by Nathan appears to have been eliminated, there
are type development issues that remain for Nathan,
Beth, and me. All three of us are Feeling types with an
inclination to avoid confrontation. I need to develop my
tough-minded (T+) side further so I can be more direct
and forceful in confronting insensitive instructors with
the areas where they need to grow. Nathan needs to
“see” that he hurt someone through being overly rigid
(J-) and patronizing (E-). And, of the three of us, Beth,
I think, showed the most type development in her
courage to do something she had never done before—
to use her tough-minded (T+) side and empower 
herself by speaking the truth to someone who had 
difficulty “hearing.”

DISCUSSION
The advantage of the psychological type model
described above (focusing on both positive and negative
characteristics) is that it suggests that we need to use
“different strokes for different folks.” Everyone is not 
the same, and this also applies to personality. By under-
standing how personality differences contribute to 
discrimination, and how these differences affect persons
in different roles within an organization, we are more
likely to be able to motivate ourselves and others to
strengthen our skills and theirs and minimize our chal-
lenges in the pursuit of our “best selves.”

The psychological type model applied to discrimi-
natory behavior has a number of weaknesses. First,
despite the popularity of the MBTI instrument, the model
is complex and can take a long time to learn. Second,
this model has not yet been studied for its effectiveness
in eliminating discrimination. Evidence to support its
use is strictly anecdotal. Third, MBTI purists might argue
that the above analysis is “reductionist,” because psy-
chological type mental functions or attitudes should not
be considered in isolation from each other. That is, the
combination of the four pairs of type characteristics has
a synergistic effect, and this is being overlooked by an
analysis that is too simplistic (Mitchell, 2001). Fourth,
there are other psychological models that may be equally
or more effective in reducing or eliminating discrimina-
tion, e.g., modeling, operant conditioning, multicul-
tural counseling for empowerment, and family systems
therapy that describes the formation of scapegoats.
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